How to use the Aetna online Medication Search

1. Go to www.aetna.com;
2. Under Individuals & Families;
3. Select Find a Medication

There is a lot of helpful information on this site. Please see last page of this Overview.

Halfway down the page, you’ll see a list of Pharmacy Plan Types
Using the Premier Plus Plan Type, you would then select the Tier Option applicable to your Plan. The Tier Option is based on your Rx Copay levels. For example, if your Plan has a copay for Generic/Preferred Brand/Non-Preferred Brand, then you have a Three-Tier Open plan.

Find your drug information

Select your drug list to search for a drug or see the main drug guide (as a PDF).
If you do not know which drug list applies to you, please ask your employer's human resources office.
We only list the most common drugs covered under your plan. To check coverage and copay information for a specific medication log in to your secure member website.

What are tiers?

Tiers are levels of coverage. For example, Tier 1 drugs are usually generic drugs. They cost the least. Tiers 4 and 5 contain drugs that treat complex conditions that may require additional support and special handling.

I don’t know how many tiers my plan has

If you’re not sure which Premier Plus plan you have, use the search link under Five Tier Open plans. This search will tell you if a drug is covered or not. However, the drug may be on a different tier in your plan.

2016 Five-Tier Open plans
2016 Four-Tier Open plans
2016 Three-Tier Open plans

Search to see if a drug is covered

2016 Two-Tier Open plans

Find a Medication - Premier Plus Plans

Find the Tier Option applicable to your Plan. The Tier Option is based on your Rx Copay levels.

Do an alphabetical search on a specific medication; or search on a Therapeutic Class.

2016 Clinical Policy Bulletins

2016 Other lists

These drugs appear in the main list, but have been grouped into categories to make them easier to find.
2016 Clinical Policy Bulletins

Aetna clinical policy bulletins - Premier Plus plans

Aetna clinical policy bulletins for specialty drugs

2016 Other lists

These drugs appear in the main list, but have been grouped into categories to make them easier to find.

HSA-associated plans: Prescription drugs on the Preventive list below will be covered as if you have already met your deductible. You are responsible only for your copay.

HRA-associated plans: Prescription drugs on the Preventive list and/or the Chronic list below could be covered as if you already met your deductible. You would be responsible only for your copay. To find out which lists apply to you, check your plan benefits documents.

Chronic Medicine List

Preventive Medicine List

Exclusions Drug List — The drugs on this list are not covered under your plan. There are similar products with the same active ingredients that are covered. The list shows you the non-covered drugs and the similar covered ones.

Aetna Specialty Formulary Drug List — Specialty drugs treat complex conditions that often require support by a nurse or pharmacist during treatment. These drugs may be injected, infused or taken orally and may require special handling.

Aetna Rx Step Program Medicine List — This list of brand-name drugs requires step therapy. If you fill a prescription for one of these drugs first, without trying a generic or preferred brand, your prescription may not be covered.

Preventive drugs and products — Under health care reform, you can get some drugs and products with no member cost share. This means they are covered 100 percent by your plan. This list shows some common examples.

Women’s contraceptive drugs and devices — If you stay in network, we cover these drugs and devices at 100%, so you have no out-of-pocket costs.

Aetna Value drug list fixed-rate copay — choosing a drug from this list will help you get the most value from your drug coverage.

Aetna Healthy Actions™ program — This program provides certain services and drugs to eligible members at low or no cost. Check with your employer to see if these lists apply.

Aetna Healthy Actions drugs - by drug class

Additional Information found on www.aetna.com/Individuals and Families/